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David John Griffin’s stunning new novella will delight his fans.
Insanity or fantasy? Fact or fiction? The only given is, it all
starts and ends with two dogs at The One Dog Inn.
Dogs are reported for their constant barking ... and so begins
one of the strangest stories you will ever read. Audrey
Ackerman, sent to visit the dogs at a 17th century coach house,
is unsettled by paranormal sightings. Stella Bridgeport manager at The Animal Welfare Union - communicates with
Audrey via emails. And those Stella receives are as startling as
they are incredible: descriptions of extraordinary events
concerning a science fiction writer's journal; giant swans;
bizarre android receptionist; and a ghost dog.
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“This novella is uniquely written, with the mysterious
plot revealed through a series of email conversations
between two characters. The storyline keeps you
intrigued throughout. Highly recommended.” PETER
DRAPER, author
Also includes 12 original short stories with aspects of
the macabre, the surreal, science fiction or the
strangeness of magical realism
David is the author of the magical realism novels The
Unusual Possession of Alastair Stubb and Infinite Rooms

David John Griffin is a writer, graphic designer and app
designer, and lives in a small town by the Thames in Kent, UK
with his wife Susan and two dogs called Bullseye and Jimbo. He
is currently working on the first draft of a third novel as well as
writing short stories for a novel-length collection. One of his
short stories was shortlisted for The HG Wells Short Story
competition 2012 and published in an anthology.
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